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Abstract. We prove lctl tt log ti) (R( tt log n(log log at) ‘), respectively) lower bounds on the com- 
plexity of an exp!icitiy defiired sygm_etric Bon!ean falncticE zz.2 fcr ifle m*l;nr;t*l nr =*'-----+.* I‘.UJ"III_  "I .~J‘II1IILlllC 
Boolean functions for branching programs of bounded i unbounded, respectively) widths. 
Introduction 
We shall prove U(n log n) lower bounds for the size of c, d-formulas, which is a 
generalization of both bounded width branching programs and Boslean formulas. 
Our principal interest was to prove these bounds for bounded width branching 
programs, but since our method enables us to treat both kinds of dep~ices at once, 
we decided to consider this generalization. c; d-formulas are defined in Section 1. 
We prove these bounds foi 
( 1) the explicitly defined Boolean function MA_?“, the so-called majority function; 
using reductions, one can d.. . . o+e such kunds for other fwnctiojls, e.g. E;f,f,2 l “exactiy 
[n./21 ones”; 
/*\ t?=.- \“) e*lc in~j~;ifq or .&; * m-a . _._ L-. .,,,,,lllrl I In- iii-m,ilFAH rj,n“tll-Brib: ” ,“‘LI.w.as- OVVmww*. .-ma ..C. VI=“. 
We prove a slightly smakr kwer UU~.A, __,A. kn InfI 6)( w !Qg n (lng ?n; 89 1 ’ ) for unboUb3dd 
width branching programs. The bo 
of all symmetric ooiean functions. 
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Our main tools are a combinatorial Lemma 3.2 and a standard communication 
complexity argumtn t. *Gur original proof of Lemma 3.2 was very ‘long. Alon and 
Maass [2] provet! independently a bound fl( FI log n) for bounded width branching 
programs. T3he :ti~ma on which their proof is based implies a special case of our 
Lemma 3.2 where only chains are considered (instead of forests). Ta”he general form 
of Lemma 3.2 is needed for formulas and genera1 branching programs. As AEon 
and Maass had a short proof of their lemma, we exploited their idea and eventually 
-_r -rr _--_ 39 found a simpie proor 01 L~IIIIII;Q 2. . 
Our bounds for ordinary Boolean formulas (in our notation 2,2-formulas) can 
be derived from a theorem in [3], which also gives lower bounds of 0( n log n) to 
some symmetric functions to which our results are not applicable. However, our 
proof is simpier. 
The best lower bounds for the size of branching programs computing symmetric 
Boolean functions obtained before this paper and before the paper of Alon and 
Maass were !C’k(n log M (log log n j-‘ j for bounded width branching programs in [ 13 
and Q(n log log n (log log log ~a))‘) for unbounded width in [‘?I. The best lower 
bounds for arbitrary explicitly defined Boolean functions are a( n’ (log II)--‘) for 
bounded width branching programs and formulas and S)(n’ (log II)-‘) for 
unbounded width branching programs. This follows easily from the results in [5]. 
The best upper bound to the formula size of symmetric Boolean functions is 
O( n3.37) in [6]. The best upper bounds for branching programs are due to Lupanov 
[4]. He proved a bound O( n’/log n) for every symmetric Boolean funriion and a 
bound 0( n(log @‘(log log I:)-’ ) for elementary symmetric Boolean functions E; . 
He considered cointact schemes, but what f- 12 constriacted are essentially branc hing 
programs. Observe that our Theorem 2.4 gives an a( n log n(log log n))‘) lower 
bound to the branching program complexity of E1),,,Z1. 
11. eralized formulas and branching programs of bounded width 
A branching program is a directed acychc graph such ihal 
(1) it has one source, 
(2) sinks are labelled by accept and reject, 
(3) each vertex, except the sinks, has outdegree 2, 
(4) the two edges out of a vertex are a!ways labelled by comple:yentary !itera!s 
from the set {x, , . . . , x,,, -IX,, . . . lx,,}. 
An input word w E (0: I)” defines in a natural way a unique path starting at the 
source and ending in a sink; the label of the sink determines whether w is accepted 
or rejected. ‘G?e say that a branching program has wi&h id if i6 is leveled and each 
ietel contains at most d vertices. 
A formula in d-ary logic with the gates having fan-in at most U: wiPl be called a 
c, d=fiwmuh Vv’r: sl-rabl USC c’, la’-ftssmul;ts onEy to cof??p#e oolean functions. 
e that, for any 8-1 in :: or “a. Gne can 
think of a c, ci-formuia as an array of processors whose structure is a rooted tree 
and in which each processor has at most c inputs and one output and can send at 
most ci different messages. The size of a formu!a is the number of leaves of the tree. 
Finaiiy let us retail that ordinary formulas are, in our notation, 2,2-formulas. 
Eemss~ 1.1. For every width d branching program with k levels there exists a d -I- I, 
d-formula having size k which computes the same Boolean function. 
Proof. Assume that the vertices on each level of the branching, program are indexed 
by the numbers 0,. . . , d - 1. In the formula each level will be represented by a gate; 
the inputs of the gate are the variables which occur on the level and the output of 
--em_ the pIeceding gatz (if there is any). Consider some level 1 ancl a vertex of this level 
with in&x h. The decisions made on this vertex can be represented by a function 
L:(O, l>+{O, l,..., d-l). 
Hence we define the gate g corresponding to level I by 
da 0, l - ’ , ai, - . - , abl, i) =_h(ai!* i=O,...,d-1. cl 
2. ThecPrems 
X, Y, 2 will denote sets of variables. Whenever we write f( X j it means that f 
depends only m the variables X, i.e. f: 2,’ -3 2; if X is the disjoint union of Y and 
Z, we shah a1s.o write f( Y, Z); a substitution is a mapping 8 : X + (0, 1, *I; then & 
is the function resulting from f when S is applied. 
efinitian 2.11. Let Y3 Z? Y n 2 = 8 and f( Y, Z), be given. We say that f( Y, 2) is 
h-simple if there exists a partition A,, . . . , A,, of 2’ and a partition B: , . . . , l&z of 
22, I,, I2 s A such that f is constant on each Ai x Bi. 
n .-.lw- -3~). 3 9 In t&rn tlsanrnmc 
a.., *.rs.2’l-_* *.&we *a. Ct.+ l ..bb.LI . . . . 1) be!ow and later in the paper we wiil try to preserve 
tj;e fiAlowing notation. The positive reals will be denoted by Greek letters 7, 6, E 
etc., while the letters a, b, c. d, k, m, n will denote positive integers. 
Theorem 23. WC, d 3~s.; b WI, y+ “f(X), 1x122~1 if f(Xj cm be computed 
c, d-formulu of size d n y then there exist di$oint Y, Z G X such that 
(1) )YI=(+n/‘bY, 
(2) for every ~5~Mtliior1 S which $xes X - ( If v Z j, .f>( =Y, Z j is a ‘-simple. 
by n 
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The following two theorems can be deduced quite easily from Theorems 2.3 and 
2.4. 
Theorem 2.5. 4 1) ‘dc, d 38 > 0 so that the c, d-&mu/a size complexity qf M AJ" is 
a:Sn log n (hence the same is true for bounded width branching program complexiry). 
(2) the unbounded width branching program compk~ity of MAY is z&z log n 
(log lag n)-’ &or some di > 0. 
!n this section we prove o&y Theorems 2.5 and 2.5. Th;: proofs of Theorems 2.3 
and 2.4 are postponed to the following sections. We shall use also the following 
notation: if x is a string of OS and is, then 1x1 denotes the number of Is in X. 
Prr\af of Theorem 11.5. First observe that MAJ’“( V, Z), 1 YI = lZ/ - m is not I-simple 
for i4m, since for y,,y,E2Y , !y,j < 1y2/ s m there exists z E 2& such that 
MAJ”“‘(v,, z) f h~lAJ”“(~~I, z)
and hence 2 ” cdnnot be partitioned into G m blocks. 
(1) Obviously, it is suRicient to prove the theorem for MAJ’ I(X), where 1x1 = 20. 
Let KZrX, YnZ=O, IYi=[Z(= rw. il’hen there is a substitution S such that 
MAJ,;“iX, = MAJ’“‘( Y, 2). 
Hence, assuming that the complexity of MAJ”’ is rzy we obtain from Theorem 2.3 
i.e. y 2 log n/log ab. 
(2) Let TE denote the n argument threshold function with a threshoId k, i.e. 
T,“(x) = 1 iff 1x13 k, It is well known that every T; is a projection of MAJ”‘. Thus 
it is sufficient to show that .,ome T;’ has complexity &I log n(!og log n)-‘, 6 > 0. 
Suppose that the branching program complexity of T;’ is bray fat every k. @onsidzr 
a particular 
k = [n,2tgY1 (2.1) 
where b is from Theorem 2.3. By ‘l‘heorem 2.4 there exists a substitution 6 which 
fixes n -2k variables to zero and such that (T;‘)5 is y”* simple. Sy (2.l), CT:), is 
itiAJ’” with m = 2k. Hence we obtain 
and we conclude that 
y 2 6 log n(log log ni-’ 
for some 6 > 0. Cl 
roe Th . Let f be a symmetric Boolean function of complexity 11~. 
According to Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 there exist disjoint Y, 2 e_ X, 1 VI= lZ/ 2 n/P 
-t 4L_L c,, .L, .___&_AIL._L: s-bbnk LE:iii &UP i?A;L .3iz,._ ._O1.ll-- e.*. C. I.. ..-... _.I ,P w, ,c, 
FI_. -. . ., 2. IlZil, I8.P. “a .-:-,:A _._. _ A --a!, 1 1-4 _,Z: ira t-r85 . , __ -WC.“, .:*: -v,, L; :s u -31111plL 
in the case of r, d-formulas and ycry -simple in the case of branching programs. 
Without loss of generality we will assume that 1 Y) = Iz~= m = [n/by1 as for any 
Y’ c Y, 2’ G Z and 6’ fixing X - ( Y’ u 27) to zero& ( Y’, 2’) is a y- ( yQY- respectively) 
simple as weli. 
suppo3: nob,, on the other hand, that &( Y, 2) with characteristic function 
g:{OJ,.,. ,2m} + (0,l) satisfies the following property (which wc will denote by 
W)) 
Vi, jC [m//J, i#j 3?:l g(il+f)fgCjl : i). 
In other words, if we take pairs y, , y2 E 2’ of the form Iy,I = il, IyJ -jr, i #j, then 
there is 2 E 2Z such that 
i.e. such pairs cannot belong to the same block of the partition of 2” and hence .& 
is not ( [m/r) - I)-simple. 
Combining the above two arguments we infer that for a function f complexity 
rty the property P(Z) can hold only if 
[m/l] 6 a’ (2.2) 
in tl,e case of c, d-formulas and for 
in -he case of branching programs. 
Eaet f now be a randomly chosen symmetric function of n variables (each corre- 
sponding characteristic function g occurs with the same probability). Set 
1= [2 log m! = 12 log [yo/b’lJ _ 
-We have 
/IWJ\ 
Prob{f satisfies P(I)) = I- \ $‘, 
\ 2 / 
which tends to I as n + 00 (for 
log n 
y<(a-+----- 
log b’ 
where E > 0 is fixed). Thus, using (2.2): 
logn (l-o(l)) nyan- 
log ab 
holds with probability 1 -o(l) for the complexity of c, d-formulas. Similarly, we 
obtain -with probability 1 - o( 1) the bound 
rz*ogn (l-o(l)), ny-_“-- 
a log iog n 
for the case of branching programs. cl 
binatorial lemma 
Let T be a forest labelled by a set X, i.e. each vertex of T has at most one !abel 
from X, but we do not require that the labelling be one to one or that every vertex 
be labelled. We say that I’, 2 E X are y-separated in T if after omitting at most y 
edges, no connected component contains vertices labelled by elements of both Y 
and Z. (In order to simpiify notation we allow y to be real.) 
Lemma 3.11. Let T be a trpe whose vertices have ir;degree at most c and are labelled 
byX=X,uXz, X,nX,=O, IX,I=IXzI=n. Letk,, kZ bei?;fqpyr, k?k=k+&al. 
Suppose that for i = I,2 and every x E Xi there are at most ki vertices labelled bJ7 x. 
Then there exist Y E X, , Z c, X2 such that 
(1) jY/-IZj~n/(c+l)‘-‘, 
(2) Y and Z are (k - 1 )-separated. 
roof. We shall prove the lemma by induction on k. For k = 1 it is trivial since 
either no labels of X, occur in T or no labels of X2 occur in T. Now suppose k > 1 
and the lemma is true for smaller values. Put 
ose that T contains less than n, labels from X, or less than n, labels 
(” S‘._- 1lUlll X,. P:,,.. b3lllLC 
n+c cnfl n 
Y1 -n,+1’,k! ----+1=------ >- 
C-l-1 c+l c+l” 
we can take Y c Y _.,,.Zc% suchthatiY/=jZj~nl(~;1)andnoxE Y~_dwcurs _ ._ 5 I I 
in 1; hence Y, 2 are O-separated. 
t 2) Suppose the opposite oi ( ! ). Let S be a smahest subtrcc of T which contains 
e:i!kr at least n, labels from least n, iabels from Without loss of 
gcrrer&:it> &‘< can assume that *h 
(2a) First suppose that the roof of S is not labelled by an x E X2. S contains at 
most c proper maGmaI subtrees and by the choice of S, each such subtree consains 
less than n, labels from X2. Thus S contains at most c( n, - 1) labels from X-,. Hence 
there are at least 
n-i-c h 
n-c(n~-lpn-c -- ( ) n+c n 1 =->- c+l C+l c+l 
labels of X-, which do not occur in S. Take Y, c X, , Zl E X2 so that 1 Y,I = I&( = n, 
and each y E Y, occurs in S but no z E Z, occurs in S. Let T, be T- S with labelling 
restricted to Y, u Z, . Since each y E Y, occurs in T’, less than k, -times, we can apply 
the induction assumption to &. This gives us Y c Y1, Z E Z, , Y and Z (k - 2)- 
separated and 
Clearly we need only one more edge to separate Y and Z in T, namely the edge 
which connects S to the rest of T. Thus the conclusion of the lemma is satisfied. 
(2b) Now suppose that the root of S is labelled by an x; E X2. If S contains 3 M, 
labels from X1, then this case can be reduced to (2a) with X, replaced by X2. 
Otherwise S contains s n, - 1 labels from X,. But then there are at least 
n 
11 -n,+l>--- 
c+l 
labels of X2 which do not occur in S and we can fin ish this case in the same way 
as (2aj. CJ 
Main Lemma 3.2. 3a Vc 3 b V y Vn ij’ T is a jorest whose vertices have indegree at 
n:ost c and are labelled by X = X, u XI!, X, n X2 = ~1, Ix,( = IX,\ = 471 and the number 
of labelled vertices is at most ny, then there exist Y c X, , Z c X2 such that 
(11 (YI=IZ(zn/bY, 
(2) Y and Z are ay-separated in T. 
rclsf. (1) First suppose that y < i. Put 
b, =sup{(!~ -&“‘; O<&;). 
6, is finite since 
lim( 1 - 6)~I’(’ =e<oO as t-,0. 
By the assumption cf the lemma at least ( 1 
are not used. Let Y be these elements of 
such that IZl = I YI. Thus 
f the labels of some Xi, say i 
Z be an arbitrary subset o 
IYI=Iz[s(l-y)n2; 
I 
and and Z are trivially G-sepdrate 
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(2) Now suppose ya +. Let Xi c Xi, i = 1,2 be Tets such that [X:1 = [n/21 and 
each XE K: awurs at most 1271 times in T. By Lemma 3.1 (we can introduce 
additional edges in order to transform T into a tree), we obtain Y c X, , 2 c X7 
such t2s:jt 
and Y and Z are 2 [2yl- 1 separated. Since y 2 i we have 
for bz=4(c+1,. \’ Hence the lemma is true with a = 6 and b = max(b,, 6,). Cl 
4. Proofs of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 
We need one more simple lemma. 
LprrrEla 4.1. Qc,d 3a Qc, d-formula +( Y, 2) Qk if Y and Z are k-separated in rci., then 
the function g( Y, 2) computed by $ is &simple. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let f(X) be computer’ by ;t a, d-formula (B of size sny, 
1x1~ 2n. We think of cp as a tree par=ia!ly labelizd by X. Divide X inro two equal 
parts Xl and X2 and apply Lemma 3.2. We sbGn Y., Z z X such that 1 Y/ = iZi 2 n/b ‘r’ 
and Y, 2 are al y-separated m pa. Let S be an arbitrary substitution which fixes 
X - ( Y u Z). Let $( Y, 2) be the formula obtanned from 9 by the substitution S 
and g( Y, 2) =f6( Y, 2). Then Y and Z are also a, y-separated ir. +. Hence, by 
S,Pmrm;i 4 I, $?( Y, Z) iG nYIY = (n~l)Y-simp[e. (We hve rpnzmj the constant a in 
Lemma 3.2 to a, -and in Lemma 4.1 to a2 .) Cl 
roof of Lemma 4.1. We shall consider formulas to be trees growing downwards 
with t*bc cd-an AM:A-,,~ -.-.-.--.! 
&dL X..‘..‘%.A” *Bc. C_ I_rlICLILCd lul_xtur~lrJl ;IdwaflI?a L.&l& root). 
Let $, Y and Z be given, Y and 2 k-separated in $. Let E be a set of edges of 
the tree + w:b;th separates the vertices Iabeited by Y from the vertices Babelled by 
Z and I E I s k. Let S be the set of tails of the edges F. Let ‘ be the set of the least 
upper bounds of incomparabie pairs from S. Cieariy IS i --E; k - 1. Let E’ be the set 
of edges whose heads are in S’. Since $ has fan-in c, IE’I G cl§‘ls c( k - 1). Now 
remeve E v E’ fr0 I). Thus Q is split into s k -kc ( k - 1) + 1 s (c +- B )k subtrees such 
that 
?2! 
(2) in each subtree there is at most one vertex disconnected from at least one of 
its predecessors (i .e. at most one head of an edge c E E u E’). 
The first condition had already been assured by the removal of E. To prove (2), 
suppose that u Z v are two vertices disconnected from at least one of their pre- 
decessors. First suppose that u, v are incomparable. Then U, v cannot belong to the 
same subtree since all edges with the heads in the least upper bound of u and II 
have been omitted. Now suppose that u is below v. Let v’ be the predecessor of v 
which is between ti and Z. If (v’, u) E E v E’, then u and v belong to different 
subtrees. Hence suppose the contrary. Then v g S’. Thus there must be a predecessor 
?J” of v such that ( v”, v) E E and v” P v’. Further there must be a vertex J’ E S beEo*w 
u, since u is disconnected from a predecessor. Then v is the last upper bound of 
w’ and 1 “, u’, V”E S, u’, v” incomparable. Hence v E S’ which is a contradiction, 
i‘h-us 3 is d;Lis;;Onn:C:tCd from C’ and hence u and v belong to different subtrees. 
The function computed by IJ? is composed of the functions computed by the 
subtrees. By (2) and since $ has fan-in c, each subtree has at most c inputs that are 
not cornected to variables. Hence if the variables occurring in the subtree are fixed -- __ - _ -- _ --.--w5 
the subtree determines a function from (0,. . . , d - 1)“’ to (0,. . _, d - l}, for some 
c’s c. There are at most d”“‘s dd’ such functions. Since there are at most (c+ 1)k 
subtrees, the input strings from 2’ (from 2=, respectively) can determine at most 
dd’(‘+’ )’ possible ways of computation. Thus g( Y, 2) is ilk simp!e for a = 
d’(r+l) d -cl 
Proof of Theorem 2.4, !A j(X) be computed by a branching program of size d ny. 
First we change the branching program a little. For every vertex v we do the following 
transformation. Let v be the head of edges ei, e, = (vi, v), i = 1, . . . , t. We add to the 
branching program a binary tree with t leaves il, . . . , I, and root v. Except for v, 
the vertices of the binary tree are new. Now we replace each ci, i = 1, . . . , t by a 
new edge (vi, Ci) while preserving its label. A possible situation with t = 4 is shown 
X2 i. i3aix.G ef ai. 
in Fig. 1. 8f t = 1, then the tree consists of a single edge (I,, u), (if u is rrot the head 
of any edge, we do not add anything). The edges of the added binary tree wiii not 
be labelled. The modified branching program computes (in a natural way) the same 
functitin. Moreover, it has the following properties: 
\ +L (I i 1PlC indcgrcc of every -$-efig$ is at rflosi_ 2; 
(2) for every labelled edge, its head is not incident with another labelled edge 
(i.e. consecutive edges and edges with the same head are separated by the edges of 
the added binary trees); 
(3) the size of the modified branching program is at most 5ny, (the originai 
branching prob. _ oram has at most WY vertices, hence at most 2ny edges; each t edges 
with the same head u give rise to 2r - 2 < 2t new vertices). 
By (3) we can disregard th e Increase in size. In order to be able to apply Lemma 
3.2 we introduce an auxiliary labelling of the vertices. If (u, v) is an edge labelled 
by n” or -IX; we label both u and u by x. Since for every vertex v the two edges with 
tail u are labelled by a pair of complementary literals (x and -IX) and by (2), every 
~:SS~~PV 
.rlCYR na assigned at most one label. Let @ e ;r ~65 the foresi -whose vertices are the 
vertices of the modified brhnchirrg prosram and the edges of F are all the non-labelled 
edges and the edges labelled by negated variables (i.e. the edges that are open for 
the input string c onsisting of zeros). By Lemma 3.2 we obtain Y, 2 E X, Y n 2 = 8, 
ll’i;= klz n/by, y 2 q-separated in E That is F can be divided into two parts 
F-,,. Fz which are connected by at most a y edges in F and such that FY (respectively, 
I$:) does not contain labels from Z (respectively, Y). Denote by S the edges of F 
which connect Fy to Fz. Observe that other edges between F1, and Fz are never 
used fr,lr the computation of ffi( Y, Z), where S fixes’ X - ( Y v 2 j to zeros. This is 
because only non-fabelled edges or edges labelled by x or --I-Y ?Ir/ith uE X - ( Y v Z) 
may cornect F, to F’ md cxl; sxh ~xk:S!e is !+d ;tcr ‘;rrrrr. 
We Shb ‘; sh4_tW that J?( Y, Z j Es (ay)“’ -simple. Let us call a vertex v 2 Ft. an input 
(nutptd, respectively) of Fjj if u is the head (the tail, respectieely) of an edge of S. 
The initial vertex v(, will also be called an input of FY if I_+)E Fy. (A vertex can be 
an input and an output at the same time.) Given an i;lput v of Fy and an input 
string y E 2 ‘, we can compute on the branching program, i.e. construct a path from 
U, until we reach an output of Fv. Thus every y E 2’ determines a mapping from 
the inputs of Fy to the outputs o f Fy. The same is trule with Y replaced by 2. Now 
&(y, z) can be computed as follows. Assuming the initial vertex of the branching 
program t’(, is in F,,, apply the mapping determined by _J’ to I+, then the mapping 
determined by z, then the mapping determined by y, etc. until we reach a sink of 
the branching program. Now we are ready to construct the partitions of 2” and 2=. 
Divide the elements of 2” into blocks according to the mapping that they define. 
. Ctnrm Oh,%*- A9.P n+ w-r.* . --..-a .rr-..*r. -0 c “I‘s%* L‘1blbd U1b c&c lIlU3b H r 1rryur3 qJ1 1 ), ai,d 2; i_ilfi,lit tiy ~-~tpts ijf PT:.,, tkw arc at 
most (ay)“’ mappings, hence also a& most (ay)“’ blocks, Define a partition of 2” 
in a similar way. Then taking yr , y2 frnp tfip Same blsck 6’; 2’. .” I. r..r uric -! 2, , 2, fcorn the 
sa lock of 2’ VV~ must have .1: (_I?: , 7; ! =./: !;v~ ) I ,1. Thus J,,( 1: Z) IS (qj“*- 
simpie. U 
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